The magnetic harmonic errors of the Fermilab Recycler ring were examined using circulating beam data taken with closed local orbit bumps. Data was first parsed into harmonic orbits of first, second, and third order. Each of which was analyzed for sources of magnetic errors of corresponding order. This study was made possible only with the incredible resolution of a new BPM system that was commissioned after June of 2003.
INTRODUCTION
The Recycler Ring at Fermilab was built with all permanent magnets. The magnetic properties of all magnets used were measured before installation and surveyed in place to minimize possible errors. In spite of all efforts, it was soon realized that substantial amount of transverse plane coupling exists. After the commissioning of the new Recycler BPM system an analysis procedure, "Harmonic Orbit Decomposition" [1] , was conceived. With this procedure it is possible to study magnetic errors one harmonic order at a time, without being confused by effects coming from other orders. The term "harmonic" is used synonymously to "multipole" within this write-up. The fitted polyn aCllated psyoninta l betwee daaadte itdplyoili2potdi 0rdwt difeet vetia saethvetclxitoherg. [2] , locations implicated as having substantial harmonic error were further studied in the second pass with greater detail and results are reported here.
ANALYSIS Harmonic orbits
The first step of analysis is to apply the procedure of harmonic orbit decomposition and transform data set into orbits of different harmonic orders. Figure 1 shows one example of horizontal BPM data from HP504 with fitted polynomial. The deviation between data and fitted polynomial is plotted on a different vertical scale. Error bars are statistical errors of the position data. A second example, vertical BPM data from VP617, is shown in Figure 2 . Note that no orbit motion is expected at HP504, which is far away from and outside of H402 3-bump, or VP617, which is in the other plane.
The derived harmonic orbits of first, second, and third order are shown in Figure 3 for horizontal plane and in Figure 4 Listed from top to bottom in Figure 5 Four steps in the harmonic analysis are shown in Figure 6 . The first has already been mentioned. In step 2 kick angles are converted to the equivalent integrated dipole field strength. The conversion to integrated multipole strengths in step 3 requires that error location be identified and horizontal bump displacement calculated. In this case LAM402 was assumed the culprit and, based on measured orbit, the corresponding horizontal displacement is interpolated using the modeling program. A geometric factor is then calculated for each harmonic order. In step 4 integrated strength is divided by the length of LAM402 magnet to get its multipole strength.
As shown in Figure 6 only first order error was found in the horizontal plane. For the vertical plane, errors were found in every order, implying the existence of skew quadrupole, skew sextupole, and skew octupole. Figure 7 . Integrated multi-pole field strength as estimated from the analysis of the four locations studied.
RESULTS
Four locations have been studied in detail and listed in Figure 7 . Of them, three are Lambertson locations, i.e. LAM402 for proton abort, LAM328 for anti-proton extraction, and LAM214 for anti-proton injection. The Lambertson magnets are prime suspects due in part to known production issues and to the fact that strong multipole errors had been observed in field region of LAM328. The fourth location, RR620, is within a short straight with no likely suspect. A rolled quadrupole is presumed. 
CONCLUSION
The Fermilab Recycler Ring magnetic errors were examined. The results reported. One location, RR620, has been confirmed to have a rolled quadrupole that is consistent with the analysis result. For the other three locations the analysis is based on the assumption that Lambertson magnets are the culprits. The fact that all three locations exhibit substantial harmonic errors in the field free region is itself very suggestive and could prove to be potentially serious. Further investigation is needed.
